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Abstract: In order for the future memory technology and computing methods, the storage 

element is used as a memristor and its resistance is altered by exciting electrical signals and 

shows nonvolatile memory characteristics. Window functions are a particular method that falls 

into the classification of macroscopic models, which is commonly applied in the field of 

memristors to model the nonlinearity of the device. A mathematical model for the titanium oxide 

(TiO2) memristive devices found by Hewlett Packard labs is recommended in this brief. In this 

paper, a nonlinearity of HP memristor is modeled by the proposed controllable window function 

and it is derived from new sigmoidal equations which are the combination of logistic sigmoidal 

and Richard’s equation that resolves terminal state issues. The proposed controllable window 

function satisfies the two boundary conditions enforcing zero drift on the bi-layer edges. The 

additional controllable parameters can be used to control the horizontal scaling and skewness 

(both right skew and left skew) of the window function to model the different categories of 

memristors. A contrast with some existing window functions is given. The controllable window 

function combines all the features from the previously recommended functions and adds an extra 

degree of flexibility which permits better fitting of data. 
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boundary state issues. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

  In electronics world, the fourth fundamental missing circuit device called as memristor 

which is categorized by L. Chua in 1971 [1]. The memory resistances gives the relation between 

charge q and flux φ is given by dφ = Mdq where M is the memristor resistance [2]. The Physical 

device of memristor was invented by Hewlett Packard lab by using two terminal titanium-di-

oxide (TiO2) in 2008 [5]. The memristor window function with added features are verified 

for write and read method [2] and also loop filter design for phased locked loop[3].  

A sigmoidal function is applied to model growth processes where the results are partially 
or completely unknown [8]. Modeling the memristor is very important to design memristor based 
circuits and explores their performance. The two section of a memristor Tio2 and Tio2-x attached 
between two platinum contacts as presented in Figure 1. The change in oxygen vacancies gives 
the resistance variation and it is a non-volatile, henceforth it behaves as storage element.  
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Figure.1.Memristor model based on [3] 

. The total memresistance is an addition doped and undoped resistance and it is given by 
the equation (1), 
   ����(�) = ���(�) + ����(1 − �),                                                                        (1) 

The doped region width is given by z =�/� and D is a total length. The resistance  ����  
and ��� is the logic one and logic zero of the memory resistor [7]   

 
3. Modeling Nonlinearity of HP Memristor Model By controllable Window Function 

 The logistic equation of sigmoidal function varies from lower asymptote, traces a 
maximum point of inflexion and then downwards zero at an upper asymptote. The Richards 
equation has an extra parameter that permits the curve between any value of smallest and heist 
asymptote [9]. Consider the modified sigmoidal equation which is having the above feature is 
given by in equation (2), 

�(�) = 1 + exp(−�����)
� 

�

��                  (2) 

Where ��, �� > 0 determine the growth rate and the horizontal shift respectively. According to 
[6]  to the first step is to  determine the inverse   � = ���(�) , 

 ���(�) =
�

����
[�� (���) − �� (1 − ���) ]                    

Next to obtain   �(̅�) = 1/�(�), 

�(̅�) =
�

��
[ ���(�)]    

Then, calculating the reciprocal of   �(̅�) to obtain the window �(�). 

  �(�) = ��[� (1 − ���)]                  
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The distinct curves are obtained by adding a control parameter p and it is given by the equation 
(3), 

�(�) = ��[� (1 − ���)]�         (3) 

Where   � ∈ ℝ�. The parameter k2 controls the skewness of the window. The flatness of the 
region is determined around ����  for the proposed window function by the value of p.  The 
above mentioned features are compared with the similar HP model window functions as shown 
in Table 1. 
 

Table 1: Comparisons between existing and proposed controllable window function 

Window function Strukov Joklekar Biolek Prodromakis 
Proposed 
flexible 
window 

Symmetric          

Resolving boundary 
coditions 

    
Disconti
nuities  

    

Linkage with Linear 
dopant drift model 

N/A         

Impose nonlinear drift over 
entire D 

          

Flexibility (control 
parameter) 

N/A         

scalable 0 ≤ �(����) ≤ 1 N/A N/A Limited     

Reference model used HP HP HP HP HP 

Parameter for scaling  �(�)   N/A N/A N/A     

Resolving terminal state 
problem 

N/A N/A   

 
 

(Rectangular 
type window 

function) 

 
(Sigmoidal 
function) 

Parameter for shifting 
�(����) either Left or 

Right 
N/A N/A N/A N/A   
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4. SIMULATION  

The performance of the controllable function is estimated by applying different input 

source. The spice model was used for the simulation as described [5] with modified parameter. 

When a sinusoidal input is applied, the pinched hysteresis loop can be detected as shown in     

Fig 1, Fig 2 and Fig 3.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 1. A controllable window function when input source v(t) = 1.2sin (2πt), RON=100Ω, 

ROFF=16KΩ, R1NIT=11KΩ, D=10nm, �� = 10� − 14,   k� = 10,  k� = 1 and  p = 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. A controllable window function when input  source v(t) = 2sin (2πt), RON=1�Ω, 

ROFF=100�Ω, R1NIT=80�Ω , D=10nm, �� = 10� − 14,  k� = 0.5,  k� = 3 and  p = 1.5. 
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Fig 3. A controllable window function when   input source v(t) = 2sin (4πt), RON=1�Ω, 

ROFF=100�Ω, R1NIT=80�Ω , D=10nm, �� = 10� − 14,        k� = 0.7,  k� = 1 and  p = 1. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

Our proposed memristor window function presents a modeling nonlinearity of HP memristor by 

a controllable window function. The suggested controllable window function is extracted from 

new sigmoidal function by the combination of logistic sigmoidal and Richards function. It 

resolves the boundary state problem because sigmoidal function saturates at lower and upper 

asymptote. The new window function contains all the benefits from the previously suggested 

functions with additional flexibility which permits better fitting of data.  
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